
 

 

 

Money touches so many aspects of our lives. It influences our lifestyle, decisions, and emotions.  

Our relationship with money evokes a gamut of emotions including stress, greed, shame, 

eagerness, happiness, and joy. Depending on our season of life, money plays a role in our 

leisure activities, family planning, quality of life, access to resources, and even social standing. 

Whether we realize it or not, money acts in the background of life, greatly affecting our 

emotional health and well-being. 

 

Unfortunately, many of us feel trapped in our financial situations and are unsure of how to 

regain control over the money that seems to be controlling us.  Many people spend their life 

pursuing more and more money, thinking they will someday reach a “happiness threshold” and 

stop needing more. At what point does money provide us with satisfaction instead of stress? Is 

there a magic number? Current research provides some clarity on this topic, and the following 

guide will review the literature on the interaction between money and emotions. I hope this 

serves you and your family as you rediscover how to harness money for your joy.    

 

 

There is a common, age-old sentiment stating, “Money can’t buy happiness.” Although there is 

certainly some truth here, research suggests that money CAN buy happiness, to a certain 

extent. Several studies looking at happiness vs. income level have found some positive 

correlation between the two. However, the greatest 

increases in happiness occurred at lower income levels 

when an increase in income resulted in a greater ability 

to meet basic needs. For example, a family making 

$30,000 per year who receives a $10,000 raise may 

experience a significant increase in happiness due to the 

ability to move to a safer community and pay bills with 

more ease. One of the most popular studies on Money 

and Happiness by Nobel Prize winner, Daniel Kahneman 

found that increases in happiness begin to plateau 

between $75,000 in annual income. In other words, making more than $75,000 does not affect 

happiness ratings as significantly.  

 

This research also suggests that money buys only a certain type of happiness. Having certain 

amounts of money only correlates to happiness that is synonymous to contentment or security. 

In order to attain long-lasting joy in relation to money, it is important to focus on where and 

how our money is being utilized.  

 

 

 

https://wws.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/content/docs/news/Happiness_Money_Summary.pdf
https://wws.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/content/docs/news/Happiness_Money_Summary.pdf


Research shows that the best ways to gain the most enjoyment from your money is to spend it in the following 

ways:  

 

• Spend it on Generosity: Elizabeth Dunn has spent much of her career studying the interaction of 

money and happiness. At one of the most prominent studies, she gave random individuals a certain 

amount of money and the stipulation that they had to spend it on themselves, or spend it on others. 

The individuals that spent it on themselves reported lower levels of happiness than those that used it 

on others. At all ages, human beings seem to be wired for generosity. A study done by Elizabeth Dunn 

that looked at the generosity of toddlers found that toddlers that shared their snacks with a puppet 

had showed more happiness (recognized through facial expressions). Similar research on this topic 

shows that it holds true around the world. As a brief note, other research by Dunn finds that spending 

money on others can lower your blood pressure. 

 

• Buy Time: Time is a finite resource and is therefore more valuable than money. Buying time to do 

things that bring us joy has been shown to have an exponential impact on our happiness. Consider 

outsourcing the tasks that you most dislike, such as cleaning the house, in order to buy more time for 

life-giving activities such as date night, family time, or volunteering. Intentionality is important when 

buying back time. For example, when you buy a new television, you are buying time to watch TV which 

is not a particularly joy-inducing activity. When you purchase a larger home, you are also buying the 

time to clean the home and maintain the yard. Buying time to do life-giving activities will always result 

in more happiness than buying material things. 

 

 

• Spend it on Experiences: A study Bhattacharjee and Mogiler that reviews buying something new and 

the subsequent, exponential decrease in happiness that occurs as the purchased items loses its 

novelty. Maybe you’ve noticed this when you have purchased a new home, phone, or car. You were 

probably thrilled with your purchase and eager to 

show it off for the first few weeks, but after a few 

months or a year, you no longer derive any 

happiness from that item. To visualize this, the chart 

on the right shows how hedonic adaption works. You 

can see that from the first use to the second use, there 

is a large jump in happiness level. Compare that to the 

jump in happiness from the 8th use to the 9th use, 

there is hardly any increase. There are many situations 

where the back end of the graph actually begins to go 

back down (negative happiness attrition). 

 
When comparing material things with experiences, 

experiences are more difficult to replicate and tend to 

be novel and exciting each time. In other words, they don’t get old quickly or lose their value to us like 

material goods. The study on hedonic adaption of money found that lottery winners enjoy and sudden 

and large influx of joy, but over time, (usually a year), return to their day to day life and often report 

lower levels of happiness than they had before winning the lottery. 
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https://www.google.com/url?client=internal-uds-cse&cx=003750150904750553172:ujfvif4jt1o&q=https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/images/application_uploads/norton-spendingmoney.pdf&sa=U&ved=2ahUKEwidyfrCmLzjAhVDUKwKHQ82Cr4QFjABegQIDhAB&usg=AOvVaw3TGNoroeYFtxRhFkmFSdMb
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0039211
https://ashleyatubc.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/ha_final_approved.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/114/32/8523.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/114/32/8523.full.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/0842/76ead567283772bf63229314f6689d1a60e1.pdf
https://www.verywellmind.com/hedonic-adaptation-4156926


 

 
I mentioned above that spending money on others increases our happiness. However, the way 

we pursue generosity has a significant impact on the amount of happiness we derive from 

giving. Elizabeth Dunn concludes that the more you are able to visualize the impact of your 

generosity, the larger the happiness gain will be. She illustrates this by comparing giving money 

to a large organization like UNICEF or The Red Cross and giving to a smaller company that 

promises that “your $30 gift will feed 10 people a meal.”  

 

The ability to visualize your money’s impact in the latter example greatly increases your joy in 

giving the money away.  Another way to pursue intentional giving this way is to give firsthand or 

face to face. Look for families in need in your community and contribute to their grocery bill, 

pay a debt on their behalf, or help them get their car fixed. Seeing your money’s impact 

firsthand has immense impacts on both the giver and receiver.  

 

 

This is a trap that almost everyone falls for. It is the belief that reaching a certain income, 

money, or investment threshold will bring true happiness. Research by Michael Norton 

concludes that this is, in fact, a myth, and believing it may affect both your wealth and your 

well-being. No matter what the level of wealth, when asked in a survey how much is “enough,” 

every group on average stated that at least the next level of wealth would be “enough.”  

 

A study by Matthew Monnot indicate that placing a high value on increasing your income 

results in being less satisfied when you actually get a raise. Valuing the money as an end in 

itself does not result in higher levels of happiness. Valuing other factors such as experiences, 

giving, and time results in a higher happiness influx when income increases. “If income is 

important to you, then income is actually less satisfying as income goes up than if 

income is not important to you,” Monnot says. 

 

 

http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/aknin%20dunn%20whillans%20grant%20norton_e35af370-c8a9-42d0-ac4c-c5cd991161ef.pdf
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/download.aspx?name=donnelly+zheng+haisley+norton.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11205-015-1153-9

